ADDENDUMS

Effective January 14, 2019:

Course changes:

- 2820:131 Software Applications for Technology - Prerequisite changes to 2030:151 Technical Mathematics I
- 2860:121 Introduction to Electronics and Computers - Corequisite 2860:120 Circuit Fundamentals is removed
- 2860:237 Digital Circuits - Prerequisite changes from 2860:123 Electronic Devices to 2860:121 Introduction to Electronics and Computers
- 3230:400 Seminar: Human Origins - Prerequisites change to 3230:151 Human Evolution and [3230:304 Primates: Behavior, Morphology and Evolution or 3230:310 Human Paleontology: The Australopithecines or 3230:311 Human Paleontology: Genus Homo or 3230:401 History of Physical Anthropology or 3230:474 Special Topics in Biological Anthropology]
- 4250:440 Corrosion Management I - Title changes to Corrosion Engineering Design I
- 4400:445 Wireless Communications - Prerequisite changes from 4400:441 Digital Communication to 4400:341 Introduction to Communication Systems or 4450:440 Digital Signal Processing
- 4400:489 Electric and Hybrid Vehicles - Prerequisite changes from 3450:335 Introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations to 3450:381 Energy Conversion
- 5610:450 Special Education Programming: Early Childhood - Field Experience hours increased from 20 to 50
- 6400:302 Intermediate Corporate Finance - Prerequisite (6400:301 Principles of Finance) must be completed with a grade of C or better
- 6400:338 Financial Markets & Institutions - Prerequisites (6400:300 Introduction to Finance and 6400:301 Principles of Finance) must be completed with a grade of C- or better
- 6400:343 Investments - Prerequisites (6400:300 Introduction to Finance and 6400:301 Principles of Finance) must be completed with a grade of C- or better, and options for the business statistics prerequisite become 3470:262 Introductory Statistics II or 3470:461 Applied Statistics or 6500:304 Business Statistics
- 6500:428 Systems Development Project - Prerequisites are 6500:324 Database Management for Information Systems and 6500:325 Systems, Analysis, & Design; the corequisite remains 6500:427 Systems Integration
- 7600:260 Theories of Rhetoric changes to 7600:360
- 7760:481 Community Nutrition I-Clinical - Prerequisite 7760:428 Medical Nutrition Therapy II is removed

New Courses:

- 3100:238 Biomimicry Foundations
- 3100:318 Biomimicry Design Challenge
- 3100:404 Digital Skills for Biologists
- 7300:421 Professional Insights
- 9821:310 Impacts of Polymers on Modern Life

Removed Courses:

- 2290:101 Introduction to Paralegal Studies
- 2290:104 Basic Legal Research & Writing
- 2290:105 Law Office Technology
- 2290:106 Business Associations
- 2290:108 Real Estate Transactions
- 2290:110 Tort Law
- 2290:112 Family Law
- 2290:118 Probate Administration
- 2290:204 Advanced Legal Research
- 2290:214 Civil Procedure
- 2290:218 Advanced Probate Administration
- 2290:220 Paralegal Internship
- 2290:290 Special Topics: Legal Assisting Technology
- 2290:297 Independent Study: Legal Assisting
- 3240:101 Case Study
- 3240:105 The Incas
- 3240:106 The Maya
- 3240:107 Archaeology of Pets
- 3240:108 World of Homer
- 3240:109 The Assyrians
- 3240:110 The Sumerians
- 3240:111 Archaeology of Slavery
- 3240:112 The Aztecs
- 3240:113 Religion Before the Bible
- 8200:101 Introduction to Baccalaureate Nursing
- 8200:106 Pre-Nursing Capstone College Tech Prep

Effective May 20, 2019:

Course changes:

- 1500:113 The Foundation of the United States Air Force I - Title changes to Heritage and Values
- 1500:253 Evolution of United States Air Force Air and Space Power I - Title changes to Team & Leadership Fundamentals
- 1500:303 Leadership Studies I - Title changes to Leading People/Effective Communication
- 1500:453 Defense Studies I - Title changes to Leading National Security/Leadership Responsibilities
- 2440:490 CIS Senior Networking Projects - Prerequisites change to 2440:388 Advanced UNIX/Linux, 2440:400 Advanced Routing, and 2440:401 Multilayer Switching with a grades of C or better
- 3300:252 Shakespeare & His World - 3400:210 Humanities in the Western Tradition I and 3400:221 Humanities in the World since 1300 are removed as prerequisites
- 3300:281 Fiction Appreciation - 3400:210 Humanities in the Western Tradition I and 3400:221 Humanities in the World since 1300 are removed as prerequisites
- 3370:484 Geoscience Information Acquisition & Management - Title changes to Geoscience Research & Consulting Methods
- 3470:471 Actuarial Science I - Title changes to Introduction to Actuarial Science and prerequisite changes to 3450:222 Analytic Geometry-Calculus II or equivalent
- 3470:472 Actuarial Science II - Title changes to Actuarial Models and prerequisites change to 3470:451 Theoretical Statistics I or equivalent
- 3760:370 Teaching in the Early Childhood Classroom - Requisites change to: Prerequisite 3760:280 Early Childhood Curriculum Methods and Corequisite 3760:375 Teaching in the Early Childhood Classroom Lab
- 3760:375 Teaching in the Early Childhood Classroom Lab - Requisites change to: Prerequisite 3760:280 Early Childhood Curriculum Methods and Corequisite 3760:370 Teaching in the Early Childhood Classroom
- 6400:414 Risk Management: Property and Casualty - All prerequisite courses now require a grade of C- or better
- 6400:415 Risk Management: Life and Health Insurance - All prerequisite courses now require a grade of C- or better
- 6400:417 Retirement Planning - All prerequisite courses now require a grade of C- or better
- 6400:437 International Business Finance - All prerequisite courses now require a grade of C- or better
- 6400:489 Advanced Financial Analytics - Prerequisites change to senior standing, admission to a four-year degree granting college, 6400:302 Intermediate Corporate Finance with a grade of C or better, 6400:338 Financial Markets & Institutions, 6400:343 Investments, and [3250:325 Applied Econometrics I or 6500:305 Business Analytics]
- 7100:250 Foundation Review - Title change to Foundation Forum: Lecture, credit hours change to 1, and prerequisite 7100:233 Foundation Life Drawing is removed
- 7300:333 Programming and Space Planning - Prerequisite courses change from 7300:259 Family Housing, 7300:331 Interior Design Theory, and 2940:250 Architectural Drafting to 7300:158 Introduction to Interior Design and 7300:257 AutoCAD for Interior Design
- 7300:433 Senior Design Studio I - Title change to Interior Design Studio I and prerequisite changes to 7300:333 Programming and Space Planning
- 7500:201 Exploring Music: Bach to Rock - All prerequisites are removed
- 8200:410 Nursing of Families with Children - All prerequisite courses now require a grade of C+ or better
- 8200:444 Nursing of Communities Practicum - RN Only - Title changes to Community Engagement/RN
- 8200:447 Professional Nursing Leadership Practicum - RN Only - Title changes to Leadership Engagement/RN
- 9821:301 Polymer Materials Science and Engineering - Corequisite 3650:340 Thermal Physics is added

New courses:
- 1900:425 Practical Experience in Museums and Archives
- 2420:312 Global Business Communication
- 2440:491 CIS Senior Cybersecurity Projects
- 2780:110 Anatomy and Physiology for Allied Health Laboratory
- 2780:111 Anatomy and Physiology for Allied Health Laboratory II
- 2980:410 LiDAR and Laser Scanning
- 3300:367 The Rhetoric of God
- 3470:476 Bayesian Statistics
- 3470:486 Spatial-temporal Statistics
- 3560:301 Advanced Intermediate Japanese I
- 3600:210 Legal Reasoning and Critical Thought
- 7100:252 Foundation Forum: Studio

Removed courses:
- 7750:440 Social Work Research I
- 7750:441 Social Work Research II

Effective August 26, 2019:

Course changes:
- 2420:104 Introduction to Business in the Global Environment - Title changes to Introduction to Business
- 2740:120 Medical Terminology changes to 2750:120
- 2740:121 Study of Disease Processes changes to 2750:121
- 2740:122 Emergency Responder I changes to 2750:122
- 2740:128 Basic Procedural Coding changes to 2750:227 and 2750:120 is added as a prerequisite
- 2740:129 Basic Diagnostic Coding changes to 2750:229 and 2750:120 is added as a prerequisite
- 2740:228 Medical Insurance changes to 2750:328
- 2740:230 Basic Pharmacology changes to 2750:230
- 2750:236 Legal Concepts of Healthcare changes to 2750:336
- 2920:402 Mechanical Projects - Credit hours change from 1 to 2
- 3150:480 Advanced Chemistry Laboratory III - Requisites change to: Prerequisite 3150:381 Advanced Chemistry Laboratory II and Corequisite: 3150:305 Physical Chemistry for the Biological Sciences
- 3580:250 Hispanic Literature in Translation - Prerequisites change to 3400:210 Humanities in the Western Tradition I and 3400:221 Humanities in the World since 1300 are removed
- 3580:351 Spanish for Professionals: Business - Title changes to Spanish for Business and prerequisite changes to 3580:202 Intermediate Spanish II or permission of instructor
- 6600:335 Marketing Research - Prerequisite course 6600:205 Marketing Principles is changed to require a grade of C or better and prerequisite course 6500.221 is removed. All other prerequisites remain unchanged.
• 6600:355 Buyer Behavior - Title changes to Consumer Behavior and prerequisite changes to require a grade of C or better in 6600:205 Marketing Principles
• 6600:432 Integrated Marketing Communications - Prerequisite changes to require admission to a 4 year major and 6600:205 Marketing Principles must be completed with a grade of C or better.
• 6600:460 B2B Marketing - Prerequisite course 6600:205 Marketing Principles must be completed with a grade of C or better.
• 6600:493 Professional Insights: Sales Management - Prerequisite changes to Junior standing or higher and admission into a 4 year degree program
• 6600:494 Professional Insights: Marketing Management - Requisites student standing is changed from senior standing to junior standing
• 6600:495 Professional Insights: IMC - Prerequisites change to require junior status and admission to a four year degree granting program
• 7760:481 Community Nutrition I-Clinical - Prerequisite 7760:428 Medical Nutrition Therapy II is removed

New courses:
• 6400:332 Foundations of Financial Planning

Removed courses:
• None at this time